We present a method that uses radio-frequency pulses to cancel the quadrupole shift in optical clock transitions. Quadrupole shifts are an inherent inhomogeneous broadening mechanism in trapped ion crystals, limiting current optical ion clocks to work with a single probe ion. Cancelling this shift at each interrogation cycle of the ion frequency allows the use of N > 1 ions in clocks, thus reducing the uncertainty in the clock frequency by √ N according to the standard quantum limit. Our sequence relies on the tensorial nature of the quadrupole shift, and thus also cancels other tensorial shifts, such as the tensor ac stark shift. We experimentally demonstrate our sequence on three and seven 88 Sr + ions trapped in a linear Paul trap, using correlation spectroscopy. We show a reduction of the quadrupole shift difference between ions to ≈ 20 mHz's level where other shifts, such as the relativistic 2 nd order Doppler shift, are expected to limit our spectral resolution. In addition, we show that using radio-frequency dynamic decoupling we can also cancel the effect of 1 st order Zeeman shifts.
Optical atomic clocks are one of the main achievements of quantum technology and provide some of the most accurate measurements to date, with applications ranging from basic science [1, 2, 3] to technology [4, 5] . These clocks operate at optical frequencies, using laser light as a local oscillator (LO) that is locked to an atomic transition as a frequency reference. Large efforts are made to reduce LO noise as well as frequency shifts originating from coupling of the atomic reference to its surroundings [4] .
The stability of optical clocks depends primarily on the coupling between the atomic frequency reference and its environment. According to the standard quantum limit (SQL), the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of a single experimental interrogation improves as √ N when interrogating N > 1 atomic references simultaneously. Many identical atomic frequency references are used for example in optical lattice clocks, where 10 5 or more atoms are interrogated at each experimental cycle [6] .
Another class of optical clocks is based on narrow optical transition in trapped ions. These clocks offer many advantages such as excellent experimental control, long coherence times, a long trapping lifetime and fast experimental duty-cycle for clock operation. In these clocks, the frequency reference is a narrow optical transition in an atomic ion trapped in a electromagnetic trap [7, 4] . In most such clocks, however, at least one of the clock transition levels has an electronic charge distribution that deviates from perfect spherical symmetry by a leading quadrupole term. This electronic charge distribution couples to any electric field gradient at the ion's position, and leads to a frequency shift of the clock's transition [8] . When a single ion is used as the frequency reference, the shift arises primarily from trap DC electric field gradients, and therefore compromises the clock stability due to fluctuations in the electric potential. Typical values for the quadrupole shift range between 10 − 100 Hz which is much larger than the clock linewidth (1 Hz or below). When multiple ions are trapped and form a crystal, the electric field gradient on each ion results from the crystal charge distribution in addition to the trap electrodes. Thus, the quadrupole shift for multiple ions in a chain is inhomogenous. As a result, most ion optical clocks work with a single ion frequency reference, limiting their averaging rate significantly.
Several techniques were developed in order to mitigate the quadrupole shift [9, 8, 10] . In these methods the results of several ion frequency interrogations with different experimental parameters (e.g. different orientation of the quantization magnetic field) are averaged, and the quadrupole shift contribution vanishes. However, in the single ion case this comes at the price of lower duty cycle that might lead to degradation of the clock stability through the Dick effect [11] . In the case of multiple ion clocks, these methods prove even less useful due to the inhomogeneous nature of the quadrupole shift.
Another way to overcome the quadrupole shift is choosing earth-alkaline-like ions with small quadrupole moment. Examples include In + and Al + . However, these ions present different challenges, e.g. cooling transitions with UV wavelengths that are inaccessible to current laser technology, and therefore require cooling and detection either on the weak intercombination-line [12, 13] or using logic spectroscopy [14] .
Here, we introduce a Ramsey-like spectroscopy scheme aimed at cancelling the quadrupole shift at each experimental interrogation, allowing for multiple-ion clock operation with no reduction in duty cycle. Our scheme is based on applying magnetic radio-frequency (RF) pulses producing a control time-dependent Hamiltonian during clock interrogation that takes advantage of the quadrupole shift symmetry and cancels its effect. It can be considered as a continuous Dynamical Decoupling (DD) scheme [15, 16] . Furthermore, we show that using these pulses we can also cancel the first-order Zeeman shift.
We now turn to describe our scheme. Consider an excited level in a clock transition with a total spin of J > 1 2 , and an associated magnetic moment µ z = γJ z interacting with a local magnetic field B = B zẑ . This excited state spin evolves according to the free Hamiltonian H m = γB z J z . In the presence of an external gradient of the electric field across the ion position, an additional local quadrupole energy term is added:
z , where Q J contains the atomic level's quadrupole moment, the gradient of the electric field and some geometric factors [8] . Our strategy for cancelling the quadrupole moment relies on the identity
Elimination of the quadrupole shift is therefore possible by appropriate rotations of the spin J operators.
To that aim, we now add a control RF drive resulting in the Hamiltonian term H c = 2 Ω (t) cos (ω RF t − φ) J x , where ω RF = 1 γB z +δ (t) is close to the Larmor frequency, Ω (t) is the multi-level Rabi frequency and φ is the RF field phase. Moving to the interaction picture with respect to the drive and within the rotating wave approximation, we obtain the interaction Hamiltonian, x )), J y = 0, the evolution only results in a phase factor. This phase is global in the excited state manifold, but appears as a phase between the clock transition levels that depends on Ω 0 , and must be corrected. Therefore, we apply a Π −y Ω 0 T 3 operation, such that the contribution of the Ω 0 J y term in Eq. 4 to the phase is reversed. The next step of the sequence is operating with Π −x π 2 . This pulse restores the ions' excited state to 4D 5 2 , m D , an eigenstate of Jz. Finally, the state is left to freely evolve under F T 3 for the remained T 3 time. Therefore, the free evolution under the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1 with Ω (t) = 0 results in an additional phase factor. We summarize the DD sequence evolution operator as:
This evolution is exactly identical to exp i pulse followed by state detection closes the Ramsey experiment. The residual frequency shift arising from the non-commuting terms neglected in Eq. 4 scales as p 3 , in the case where p = δ = Q J (see supplementary material). As an example for p = 2π × 10 Hz and Ω 0 = 2π × 50 kHz the residual frequency shift would be smaller than 40µHz.
. We verified the cancellation of the quadrupole shift in an experiment with a three 88 Sr + ion crystal trapped in a linear Paul trap. The optical quadrupole-allowed transition was addressed using a ≤ 20 Hz linwidth 674 nm laser, and the ions' state was detected using state-selective fluorescence detection on an EMCCD camera. More details of the experimental apparatus can be found in [18, 19] . The axial trapping frequency was 1.5 MHz, resulting in a differential quadrupole shift between chain-edge and chainmiddle ions of a few Hz for the 4D 5 2 , m D excited state. To avoid laser phase noise and ambient magnetic field drifts, we took advantage of the fact that the quadrupole shift is different between different ions, and used correlation spectroscopy to infer the frequency difference between transitions in different ions [20, 21] . Here, at the end of the Ramsey sequence described above the parity of the state, i.e. P(DD)+P(SS)-P(SD)-P(DS) where P denotes probability and S (D) denotes states in the 5S 1 2 , m s 4D 5 2 , m D manifold, was measured. Assuming full decoherence of the single ion local oscillator, this parity signal will oscillate at the absolute value of the frequency difference between the two ions, with half the Ramsey fringe contrast.
In order to measure the reduction in the quadrupole shift, we applied a magnetic field gradient, creating a large Zeeman shift difference between adjacent ions. Considering a chain of N ions, indexed from 1 to N along the trap (1,2) and (2,3) pairs respectively for the above superposition after integration of 20.5 hours. (III,IV) Parity fringes of (1,2) and (2,3) pairs respectively for
superposition, after integration of 14 hours. Empty circles are the average of all the data (grey) points and and solid lines are maximum likelihood fits to the data, both exhibit similar frequencies agreement. axis, we denote by ω i,j = ω Q i,j + ω M i,j the parity fringe frequency of ions i and j, where ω Q i,j and ω M i,j are its contributions due to quadrupole shift and magnetic field difference respectively. Note that ω i,j = ω j,i . However, due to the fact that the quadrupole shift and Zeeman shift are symmetric and anti-symmetric with respect to the chain center (see Fig. 2a ) we can write ω Our experimental results for three ions are shown in Fig. 2 . As seen, without quadrupole shift cancellation the frequency shift of ∼ 3.6 Hz between ion pairs (1,2) and (2,3)is clearly observed. With our DD sequence applied the parity oscillations of the two pairs seem to coincide. A more quantitative measurement is shown In Fig.  2c . Here parity fringes frequency for ion pairs (1,2) and (2,3) with superposition
, -3 2 are 22.146 ± 0.024 Hz and 22.168 ± 0.024 Hz respectively, and therefore agree to within one standard deviation. For the superposition
, Parity fringes frequency for ion pairs (1,2) and (2,3) are 66.722±0.034 Hz and 66.768 ± 0.034 Hz respectively, and they agree to 1.3 standard deviation, corresponding to relative quadrupole shift cancellation at the level of 1 × 10 −16 with respect to the optical transition frequency, limited by our statistical uncertainty.
The experiment reported above was performed over the course of several weeks and not consecutively. Between one experiment and the next drifts in the frequencymatching between symmetric correlations (with respect to the chain center) were observed, up to 230 mHz. Although the source of these drifts is not fully identified, we believe they are not residual quadrupole shifts. First, the quadrupole shift in our lab is stable and changes by less than 10% over days. In addition, our DD cancellation method was identically repeated in the different experimental realizations, and the residual quadrupole shift for our experimental parameters is expected to be less than 2 mHz (see supplementary material). Therefore, residual quadrupole shifts cannot explain run-to-run variations in the symmetric correlations of 100 s mHz. We note, however, that in these experiments we did not use mechanical shutters. The observed shifts could originate due to differential light shifts from leaks of laser light during the Ramsey interrogation time.
In addition to the quadrupole shift cancellation, Additional DD RF pulses can cancel the remaining 1 st order Zeeman shifts from the last part of free evolution [18] . Here we apply an additional RF π pulse that flips the two Zeeman states in the 5S 1 2 , m S manifold during the final wait time as shown in Fig. 1 . The pulse time is determined taking into account the magnetic response of both excited and ground states. Fig. 3 summarizes the experimental results for cancelling both 1 st order Zeeman and quadrupole shifts on a 7-ion chain. As seen, following the cancellation sequence no apparent parity oscillations are observed, regardless of the correlation pair examined. We can then conclude that 1 st order Zeeman and quadrupole shift are largely reduced. The reduction in contrast is due to noisy magnetic field spectral components that overlap with our sequence. It can be reduced by appropriately optimizing the RF intensity which in our case would be lowering it (see supplementary material).
Aside from the electric quadrupole interaction and position dependent magnetic field, relativistic Doppler effect can also cause a position dependent frequency shift due to time-dilation in the moving ion reference frame [2, 4] . Since our trap has a significant axial micro-motion gradient [22] we expect different ions to exhibit different measured frequency due to the associated 2nd order Doppler shift. We estimate these shifts along the trap axis to be in the 50 mHz scale. We therefore do not expect to verify the quadrupole shift cancellation to better than this scale. We would also point out that by cancelling the quadrupole and 1 st order Zeeman shifts on the ions, our sequence can be used for measuring this relativistic effect. For clock application this inhomogeneous shift can be reduced greatly by a more symmetric trap design [23] .
Resonant RF drive applied on the excited state Zeeman separation is an off-resonance drive to the ground state Zeeman manifold. As a result, the latter's level spacing would shift due to ac Stark effect. Taking as example a RF Rabi frequency on the ground state Zeeman transition of Ω S ≈ 2π × 150 kHz and detuning of δ S ≈ 3.5 MHz the ground state levels will be shifted by
This is a large unwanted shift originating from the cancellation sequence. In order to mitigate this shift, one could first choose lower Rabi frequency, and therefore reduce this shift quadratically. An additional strategy uses the fact that the ground state levels are shifted symmetrically around the zero magnetic field energy. Two approaches can be taken. First, one could average measurements done on two transitions with different m levels. -3 2 . This technique is widely used in current optical atomic clocks to eliminate first order Zeeman shifts, but has the disadvantage of lowering the sampling rate and therefore increasing frequency uncertainties due to the Dick effect. Second, additional RF pulses applied on the ground state Zeeman manifold can eliminate any phase accumulation originating in a shift symmetric to the zero magnetic field energy, including magnetic field shifts and the ac shift mentioned above (see supplementary material).
The DD sequence presented above cancels any shift having angular momentum dependence of H q . In addition to the quadrupole shift, the tensor polarizability has this form, and therefore our sequence can eliminate this shift as well. Although this shift is usually small for ion-based optical clocks, in neutral atoms trapped in an optical lattice these shifts can be significant, and impose stringent demands on the lattice beam polarization [4] .
To conclude, in this work we proposed and experimentally demonstrated a method to cancel quadrupole shifts in trapped ions systems. This shift is the main obstacle for the use of many ions in an ion-based optical atomic clock, and therefore cancelling this shift allows for better signal to noise and in turn more accurate and precise clock operation. Our sequence is based on RF pulses, which are cheap and experimentally easy to implement. In addition, we show that using these RF pulses sequences position dependent magnetic field effects can be cancelled as well. By using correlation spectroscopy we experimentally showed reduction of inhomogeneity from electric quadrupole interaction to 1 × 10 −16 , where other effects might limit our resolution. We demonstrate cancellation of both quadrupole and magentic field shifts between ions on a seven-ion chain, proving that our scheme is applicable for multiple ion chain clocks.
In parallel to our studies, a similar method that incorporates dynamic-decoupling techniques for the cancellation of quadrupole shifts was investigated [24] . This work was supported by the Crown Photonics Center, ICore-Israeli excellence center circle of light, the Israeli Science Foundation, the Israeli Ministry of Science Technology and Space, the Minerva Stiftung and the European Research Council (consolidator grant 616919-Ionology). [24] Nati Aharon, Nicolas Spethmann, Ian D Leroux, Piet O Schmidt, and Alex Retzker. In preperation.
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Supplementary material DD sequence evolution computation
The DD sequence for quadrupole cancellation reads F
2 . In order to compute the superposition phase accumulated through the sequence, we first write explicitly
We now note that the operators Π
. Therefore, the operation of the first four operators is equivalent to the operation of the evolution operator
The final free evolution part is
U 1 and U 2 commute and therefore the total sequence evolution results in
matching the result stated in the main text.
Fast magnetic noise
In our experiment, lower Ramsey fringe contrast was observed in experiments cancelling the quadrupole shift with respect to experiments measuring it. We believe it is due to fast magnetic noise components that were not compensated. These noise components overlap with our dynamical decoupling sequence spectrum. When choosing a lower RF Rabi frequency, the contrast improves. The results of experimental comparison between two DD pulse Rabi frequencies are shown in Fig. 4 . Here we compared the parity oscillations for two different RF field amplitudes. The Rabi frequencies were approximately 90 and 47 kHz for high and low amplitudes, respectively. The parity fringes were fitted to the expression
where a, b, c are fit parameters corresponding to the fringe amplitude, fringe decay constant and fringe frequency.
Comparison between the amplitude and decay fit parameters for all three of the ion pair correlations is shown in Fig. 5 . From the plot it is evident that with lower RF power the contrast increases by roughly 10% compared to the higher power. In addition, the decay time is larger in the lower power experiment. We then conclude that the lower contrast depends on the RF power, and can be minimized. Therefore, it is not a limitation to our sequence. In the experiment shown in Fig. 2c (III,IV) in the main text, the lower RF amplitude was used.
Radio-frequency ac stark-shifts and magnetic field shifts cancellation
Due to the fact that the first part of our quadrupole cancellation sequence uses continuous RF drive resonant with the excited state Zeeman manifold separation, the ground state Zeeman manifold is ac stark-shifted. We define the magnetic response in angular frequency per magnetic field of the ground state as χ g and of the excited state as χ e . The magnetic quantum numbers of the ground and excited states are denoted as m g and m e respectively, and for a given RF power we define Ω g and Ω e as the ground and excited state magnetic Rabi frequencies. Applying the sequence mentioned in Eq. 5 in the main text results in a final phase shift between the excited and ground state that does not include laser phase drifts.
In the first part of the sequence, 2 3 of the total interrogation time T , the excited state accumulates phase due to quadrupole shift contributions only (since the magnetic field drifts are averaged out by the drive and the drive phase cancels due to the rotary echo). However, the ground state accumulated phase has two contributing terms: magnetic field drifts part ferently on Ω g and B, they cannot cancel each other in a robust way. In the second part of the experiment, the last 1 3 T , the ions are free-evolving according to Eq. 5 in the main text. While this free evolution cancels the quadrupole shift phase entirely, magnetic field phase continues to accumulate in both excited and ground states. This phase between ground and excited states takes the form of 1 3 (−χ g m g + χ e m e ) BT . In total, the final superposition not taking into account laser drifts can be written as
(exp iφ |g + |e ) where φ is given by
These shifts can be eliminated with the insertion of echo pulses on the ground state manifold. These pulses switches the sign phase accumulation in the first and third terms in Eq. 11.
Magnetic field cancellation. Disregarding the last term in Eq. 11, we can see that plugging in 88 Sr + parameters χ g = 2.802 MHz/G and χ e = 1.68 MHz/G and using the transition of m g = − 1 2 and m e = − 3 2 , applying an echo pulse on the ground state manifold at some τ results in the phase:
Equating this phase to zero we get τ = 4 5 , which corresponds to the echo time in the last sequence of figure 1 in the main text. A second ground-state echo is then applied just before the final optical Ramsey pulse in order to retrieve the initial ground level within the ground Zeeman manifold.
Magnetic field and ac stark shift cancellation. In this case, we again use two ground state echo pulses. The first pulse is used to cancel the light shift phase. To that aim, it should be applied at τ 1 = 1 3 T . This timing also cancels any magnetic phase accumulation during the first 2 3 of the interrogation. Therefore, we are left with the magnetic field shifts from the 2 3 T to T . Here, the pulse time should be chosen in order to null the remained phase
Equating φ remain = 0 gives the second pulse time
χ e m e χ g m g + 5 T.
Depending on the chosen states, a situation in which τ 2 > T might occur, for example in the choice of states above. In this case, instead of inserting a second π pulse in the ground state manifold it should be inserted in the excited state manifold, and its time should be calculated appropriately. The above sequence is a minimal control sequence, requiring only two echo pulses. However, we comment that more pulses and more sophisticated echo sequences can be used, that can be more efficient in filtering out magnetic noise. We also note here that since the ground-state ac stark-shift depends on Ω 2 g , it is beneficial to reduce the RF intensity as much as possible. The optimal value should depend on both quadrupole shift magnitude, magnetic field magnitude and magnetic field power spectral density. For example, taking Ω e = 2π×5 kHz corresponds to Ω g with the same order of magnitude. Assuming the same parameters of 88 Sr + , and assuming 1 st order Zeeman shift ≈ 10 Hz at 50 Hz frequency shift, the light shift will then be in the several Hz's level, which is easily reduced to the mHz level by echos as mentioned above.
Deviations from ideal continuous DD
We would like to estimate how well does the continuous DD approximation made in equation 4 in the main text describes the real evolution. The approximation states that the continuous DD evolution operator exp i and
numerical verification for p 3 scaling has opposite sign with respect to the other states.
We calculate the complex amplitudes m| U act (T ) |m and m| U app (T ) |m for interrogation times from T = 0 s to T = 2 s. In the calculation we set Ω 0 = 2π × 50kHz. We would like to verify numerically that indeed U act ≈ 1, since population-leak to other states in the J manifold would result in a loss of contrast in the optical Ramsey fringe. To that aim, we set the conservative values δ = Q J = 2π × 100 Hz, and calculate 1 − | m| U app (T ) |m | 2 . The result are shown in Fig. 6a . Fig. 6a shows that this loss in contrast agrees with the scaling of
, with a pre-factor of order 10. These parameters show that this amplitude deviation is small and can be neglected. We therefore need only to account for the phase acquired by the initial state. We turn to evaluate the phase acquired by the initial state when U act (T ) or U app (T ) are applied. Our figure of merit is |φ act (T ) − φ app (T )|. Again, here we Figure 7 : Linear and oscillating term in φ act − φ app . The residual phase was calculated for the state 5 2 , Q J = 2π × 10 Hz, δ = 2π × 1 Hz and Ω 0 = 2π × 50 kHz. A dominant linear trend is shown, with added oscillating term. take δ = Q J := pΩ 0 . Using these definitions, residual frequency shift f r arising from the DD sequence corresponds to ∂ ∂T |φ act (T ) − φ app (T )|. This derivative is estimated through a maximum likelihood fit to a linear function. Fig. 6b shows the scaling of f r as a function of p.
These calculation results exhibit a cubic scaling in p. As an example, for pΩ 0 = 2π × 10 Hz, the residual shift from the continuous DD part in the sequence is less than 40µHz, which means less than ≈ 9.1 × 10 −20 relative frequency shift. Next, we verify that the phase-form of a linear term added to an oscillating term is justified. Fig. 7 shows such a behavior for the state 5 2 , Q J = 2π × 10 Hz, δ = 2π × 1 Hz and Ω 0 = 2π × 50 kHz. We note, however, that the plot is only qualitative, since it shows a single frequency component, where more frequency components exist. That is due to sample aliasing of the numerical calculation.
We also calculated the expected shift for our DD sequence applied on three ions with two parameters choices, in which Q J = δ. The first was using our evaluated experiment parameters: Q J /2π = 28, 42, 28 Hz and δ/2π = −33, 10, 53 Hz, including our magnetic field gradient and a possible imperfect RF resonance calibration of 10 Hz. First, second and third numbers correspond to ion 1 (left), ion 2 (middle) and ion 3 (right). The second was a typical experimental parameters, where Q J is the same as in our experiment and δ/2π = 5, 5, 5 Hz. The resulting residual shift in mHz is given below. 
